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Abstract—This paper considers vector network coding based
on rank-metric codes and subspace codes. Our main result
is that vector network coding can significantly reduce the
required field size compared to scalar linear network codingin
the same multicast network. The achieved gap between the field
size of scalar and vector network coding is inq(h−2)t2/h+o(t) for
any q ≥ 2 and any evenh ≥ 4, where t denotes the dimension
of the vector solution andh the number of messages. Ifh ≥ 5

is odd, then the achieved gap of the field size between the scalar
network coding solution and the vector network coding solution
is q(h−3)t2/(h−1)+o(t). Previously, only a gap of constant size
had been shown. This implies also the same gap between the
field size in linear and non-linear scalar network coding for
multicast networks. The results are obtained by considering
several multicast networks which are variations of the well-
known combination network.

Index Terms—multicast networks, vector network coding,
field size, combination network, rank-metric codes, subspace
codes.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Network coding has been attracting increasing attention
in the last fifteen years. The trigger for this interest was
Ahlswede et al.’s fundamental paper [1] which revealed
that network coding increases the throughput compared to
simple routing. An up-to-date survey on network coding for
multicast networks can be found in [8]. In [11], Kötter and
Médard provided an algebraic formulation for the network
coding problem: for a given network, find coding coefficients
(over a small field) for each edge, which are multiplied with
the symbols received at the starting node of the edge, such
that each receiver can recover all its requested information
from its received symbols. Such an assignment is called
a solution for the network. If the coding coefficients are
scalars, it is called ascalar linear solution. Ebrahimi and
Fragouli [4] have extended this algebraic approach to vector
network coding. Here, the received packets are vectors
and the coding coefficients are matrices. A set of coding
matrices such that all receivers can recover their requested
information, is called avector solution. In the sequel, we
will consider only scalar linear network coding and vector
linear network coding for multicast networks.

The field sizeof the solution is an important parameter
that directly influences the complexity of the calculations
at the network nodes. Jaggiet al. [10] have shown a
deterministic algorithm for finding a network code (for
multicast networks) of field size in the order of the number
of receivers. In general, finding the minimum required field
size of a network code for a certain multicast network is
NP-complete [12].

Since vector network codingoffers more freedom in
choosing the coding coefficients than scalar linear coding,a

smaller field size might be achievable [3]. To our knowledge,
Sunet al.’s work [17] is the only one which presents explicit
multicast networks where vector network coding reduces the
field size compared to scalar network coding.

This paper considers multicast networks, in particular
a widely studied network, the combination network, and
several variations of it. We analyze the scalar and vector
solutions of these networks. The proposed vector solutions
are based on rank-metric codes and subspace codes. The
main result of our paper is that for several of the ana-
lyzed networks, our vector solutions significantly reduce the
required field size. In these networks, the scalar solution
requires a field size ofq(h−2)t2/h+o(t), while we provide
a vector solution of field sizeq and dimensiont, where the
number of messages is an even numberh ≥ 4. Therefore,
the achieved gap between the scalar and the vector field size
is q(h−2)t2/h+o(t). Throughout this paper, whenever we refer
to such agap, we mean the difference between thesmallest
field size for which a scalar linear network coding solution
exists and thesmallestfield size for which a vector network
coding solution exists. Similar results are given for an odd
number of messages. This improves upon [17], where only a
constant gap, which might be very large, was shown. Further,
the network of [17] has a large number of messages whereas
our results are based on small and simple networks and hold
for any number of messages greater than two. Finally, in the
framework in [4], the coding matrices for vector network
coding have to be commutative, while in our solutions they
are not necessarily commutative.

This paper is structured as follows. Section II provides
notations and definitions. Section III defines the combination
network and in Section IV, we present a vector solution for
the combination network. In Section V, we present scalar
and vector solutions to modified combination networks with
additional links. For these networks, the required field size
is significantly reduced and the gaps in the field sizes are
derived. In Section VI, we show that the constructions which
are based on rank-metric codes can be seen as constructions
based on subspace codes. Moreover, using subspace codes,
for additional networks, the alphabet size can be reduced
by using vector coding instead of scalar coding. Concluding
remarks and open problems are given in Section VII.

Due to space limitations some proofs are only sketched
and some are omitted and can be found in the arxiv ver-
sion [7], where additional related material will be given.
Also, the most definitions of network coding are omitted.
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II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Finite Fields and Subspaces

Let q be a power of a prime and letFq denote the finite
field of orderq andFqm its extension field of orderqm. We
useFm×n

q for the set of allm× n matrices overFq. Let Is
denote thes × s identity matrix and0s the s × s all-zero
matrix.

The triple [n, k, d]q denotes a linear code overFq of
lengthn, dimensionk, and minimum Hamming distanced.

Let 〈A〉 denote the space spanned by the rows of a
matrix A. The Grassmannianof dimensionr, denoted by
Gq(n, r), is the set of all subspaces ofFn

q of dimension
r ≤ n. The cardinality of Gq(n, r) is the q-binomial
coefficient:

∣∣Gq(n, r)
∣∣ =

[
n

r

]

q

,

r−1∏

i=0

qn − qi

qr − qi
,

whereqr(n−r) ≤
[
n
r

]
q
< 4qr(n−r). For two subspacesU ,V ,

let U +V denote the smallest subspace containing the union
of U and V . The subspace distancebetweenU and V is
defined byds(U ,V) , 2 dim(U + V)− dim(U)− dim(V).

B. Rank-Metric Codes

Let rk(A) be the rank ofA ∈ F
m×n
q . The rank distance

betweenA,B ∈ F
m×n
q is defined bydR(A,B) , rk(A −

B). A linear [m × n, k, δ]Rq rank-metric codeC is a k-
dimensional linear subspace ofFm×n

q . It consists of qk

matrices of sizem×n overFq with minimum rank distance
δ , minA∈C,A6=0

{
rk(A)

}
. The Singleton-like upper bound

for rank-metric codes [2], [9], [16] implies that for any
[m×n, k, δ]Rq code, we havek ≤ max{m,n}(min{n,m}−
δ + 1). Codes which attain this bound with equality are
known for all feasible parameters [2], [9], [16]. They are
called maximum rank distance(MRD) codes and denoted
by MRD[m× n, δ]q.

A companion matrixof a polynomialp(x) is a deg p ×
deg p matrix consisting of ones in the main sub-diagonal,
the additive inverses of the coefficients ofp in the rightmost
column, and zero elsewhere. LetC be the companion
matrix of a primitive polynomial of degreet over Fq. The
set of matricesDt = {0t, It,C,C2, . . . ,Cqt−2} forms
an MRD[t × t, t]q code of qt commutativematrices (see
also [13]) which is isomorphic toFqt . These matrices
are very useful when we design a network code for the
combination network. Moreover, to prove that any network
(multicast or non-multicast) has a vector network code of
dimension t over Fq if the scalar solution is overFqt ,
we can use the set of matricesDt as follows. Instead of
the field elements in the scalar network code, their vector
representation with respect to a primitive elementα in Fqt

is used; instead of a coefficientαs in the scalar solution, the
matrix Cs is used in the vector solution, and instead of a
zero coefficient the all-zero matrix is used. The matrices of
Dt are also very useful in encoding and decoding used in the
network. Instead of computing in the fieldFqt , we can use
the related matrices of the code to obtain the vector solution
and translate it to the scalar solution only at the receivers.

III. T HE COMBINATION NETWORK

The Nh,r,s-combination network is shown in Fig. 1 (see
also [15]). The network has three layers: in the first layer

there is a source withh messages. The source transmitsr

new messages to ther nodes of the middle layer, one
message to each node. Anys nodes in the middle layer
are connected to a receiver, and each of the

(
r
s

)
receivers

demands all the originalh messages. For vector coding,
the messagesx1, . . . ,xh are vectors of lengtht; for scalar
coding, the messages are scalars, denoted byx1, . . . , xh.

x1, . . . ,xh

. . . r nodes

s edges

Figure 1. TheNh,r,s-combination network.

TheNh,r,h-combination network has a scalar solution of
field sizeqs if and only if an [r, h, d = r − h + 1]qs MDS
code exists [15]. Thus,qs ≥ r−1 if qs is odd andqs ≥ r−2
if qs is a power of 2 andh ∈ {3, qs − 1} are sufficient [14,
p. 328]. The symbols which are transmitted from the source
to each of the nodes in the middle layer form together a
codeword of the MDS code (encoded from theh message
symbols). Each receiver obtainsh symbols fromh nodes of
the middle layer. Each receiver can correctr − h erasures
and hence it can reconstruct theh message symbols.

IV. V ECTORCODING IN THE COMBINATION NETWORK

This section presents a vector solution based on MRD
codes for theNh,r,h-combination network. The caseh = 2
was implicitly already solved in a similar way in [17].

A. Vector Linear Solution

Theorem 1 Let Dt be theMRD[t× t, t]q code defined by
the companion matrixC. Let Ci, i = 1, . . . , h, be distinct
codewords ofDt. Define the followinght×ht block matrix:

M =




It C1 C2
1 . . . Ch−1

1

It C2 C2
2 . . . Ch−1

2
...

...
...

. . .
...

It Ch C2
h . . . Ch−1

h


 .

Then, anyℓt× ℓt submatrix consisting ofℓ2 blocks of anyℓt
consecutive columns and anyℓt consecutive rows has full
rank ℓt, for any ℓ = 1, . . . , h.

Construction 1 Let Dt = {C1,C2, . . . ,Cqt} be the
MRD[t × t, t]q code defined by the companion matrixC
and let r ≤ qt + 1. Consider theNh,r,h-combination
network with message vectorsx1, . . . ,xh. One node from
the middle layer receives and transmitsyr = xh and the
other r − 1 nodes of the middle layer receive and transmit
yi =

(
It Ci C

2
i . . . Ch−1

i

)
·
(
x1 x2 . . . xh

)T
∈ F

t
q, for

i = 1, . . . , r − 1.

The matricesIt,Ci,C
2
i , . . . ,C

h−1
i are the coding coeffi-

cients of the incoming and outgoing edges of the middle
layer nodes.



Theorem 2 Construction 1 provides a vector linear solution
of field sizeq and dimensiont to theNh,qt+1,h-combination
network, i.e.,x1, . . . ,xh can be reconstructed at all re-
ceivers.

Proof: Each receiver obtains



yi1
...

yih−1

yih


 =




It Ci1 C2
i1

. . . Ch−1
i1

It Ci2 C2
i2

. . . Ch−1
i2

...
...

...
. . .

...
It Cih C2

ih
. . . Ch−1

ih


 .




x1

x2

...
xh




or



yi1
...

yih−1

y1


 =




It Ci1 C2
i1

. . . Ch−1
i1

...
...

...
. . .

...
It Cih−1

C2
ih−1

. . . Ch−1
ih−1

0t 0t 0t . . . It


 .




x1

x2

...
xh


 ,

for some distincti1, . . . , ih ∈ {2, . . . , r}. Due to Theorem 1,
in both cases, the corresponding matrix has full rank and
there is a unique solution for(x1 x2 . . . xh).

For theN3,qt+2,3-combination network and whenqt is a
power of two, we can use the matrices from Construction 1
and additionally(0t It 0t) · (x1 x2 x3)

T to obtain a vector
linear solution. All the corresponding matrices have full
rank.

B. Analysis

Due to the isomorphism ofFqt and the codeDt, both so-
lutions are equivalent. Implementing the scalar solution can
actually be done by implementing the vector solution. We
can therefore construct a vector linear solution of sizeq and
dimensiont for theNh,qt+1,h-combination network, where
equivalently a scalar solution from an MDS code exists
for qs ≥ qt. The decoding complexity when implementing
the vector solution is in the order ofO(th log2(t) log2(h))
operations overFq for each receiver.

V. A GENERALIZATION OF THE COMBINATION

NETWORK WITH EXTRA L INKS

A. Considered Network

In this section, we modify the combination network. We
consider theN ∗

h,r,h-network, shown in Fig. 2, first forh =
2ℓ = 4. It has three layers, a source in the first layer andr

nodes in the middle layer, with two links from the source
to each node in the middle layer. There are

(
r
2

)
receivers in

the third layer, where any two nodes from the middle layer
are connected to a different receiver. If a nodeU from the
middle layer is connected to a receiverR, then there are two
links fromU toR. There is also a direct link from the source
to each receiver. The structure of this network differs from
most networks in the literature since the min-cut between the
source and each receiver ish+ 1 (and noth) and there are
parallel edges. In Section VII, we show how to transform
this to an equivalent network with min-cuth and without
parallel edges.

B. Scalar Linear Solution

Lemma 1 There is a scalar linear solution of field sizeqs
for theN ∗

4,r,4-network if and only ifr ≤ (q2s+1)(q2s+qs+1).

Proof: Let B be a4×2r matrix, divided intor blocks of
two columns, with the property that any two blocks together

x1,x2,x3,x4

. . . r nodes

Figure 2. TheN ∗

h,r,h-network, drawn forh = 4, ℓ = 2.

have rank at least three. From each one of ther nodes in
the middle layer, transmit two symbols (from one block)
of (x1, x2, x3, x4) · B (these symbols were transmitted to
the node from the source). On each extra link, transmit a
symbol pi =

∑4
j=1 pijxj , for i = 1, . . . ,

(
r
2

)
, which is

chosen such that the corresponding4 × 4-submatrix ofB
with the additional column(pi1, pi2, pi3, pi4)T has full rank
four. There is a scalar solution overFqs if and only if such
a matrix overFqs exists.

Define these blocks to be any4×2-matrix representations
of all 2-dimensional subspaces ofF4

qs . Any two blocks
together form a4 × 4 matrix of rank at least three (since
any two such subspaces are distinct).

From every node in the middle layer, there are two links
to the appropriate receivers. Therefore, we associate each
middle node with one block. The number of blocks is at
most the number of distinct 2-dimensional subspaces ofF

4
qs ,

i.e. r ≤
[
4
2

]
qs

and therefore, a scalar solution exists if:

r ≤

[
4

2

]

qs

= (q2s + 1)(q2s + qs + 1).

To prove the “only if”, we show that there is no scheme
that provides more blocks. Assume, one block is a matrix of
rank one. Then, all other blocks must have rank two and the
space that they span has to be disjoint to the block of rank
one. Therefore, with this scheme there are1+

[
3
2

]
qs

<
[
4
2

]
qs

blocks. Thus, to maximizer, all blocks should have rank
two, and taking all distinct2-dimensional subspaces yields
the maximum number of blocks.

C. Vector Linear Solution

Construction 2 Let C = {C1,C2, . . . ,Cq2t2+2t} be an

MRD[2t × 2t, t]q code and letr ≤ q2t
2+2t. Consider the

N ∗
4,r,4-network with message vectorsx1,x2,x3,x4 ∈ F

t
q.

The i-th middle node receives and transmits:

(
yi1

yi2

)
=

(
I2t Ci

)
·




x1

x2

x3

x4


 ∈ F

2t
q , i = 1, . . . , r.

The extra link from the source which ends in the same
receiver as the links from two distinct nodesi, j ∈
{1, 2, . . . , r}, of the middle layer transmits the vectorzij =
Pij ·

(
x1,x2,x3,x4

)T
∈ F

t
q, where thet× 4t matrix Pij is

chosen such that

rk




I2t Ci

I2t Cj

Pij



 = 4t.

Clearly, rk
(

I2t Ci

I2t Cj

)
≥ 3t, and hence thet rows ofPij can

be chosen such that the overall rank is4t.



Theorem 3 Construction 2 provides a vector solution of
field size q and dimensiont to the N ∗

4,r,4-network for
r ≤ q2t(t+1).

Proof: On each receiver, we obtain



yi1

yi2

yj1

yj2

zij




=



I2t Ci

I2t Cj

Pij


 ·




x1

x2

x3

x4


 .

The choice ofPij guarantees that this linear system of
equations has a unique solution for(x1,x2,x3,x4).

D. Comparison of the Solutions

For theN ∗
4,r,4-network, we obtain a significant improve-

ment in the field size for vector coding compared to scalar
coding. The field size of the vector coding solution is equiv-
alent toqt while in scalar coding,r ≤ (q2s +1)(q2s + qs+1).
Sincer can be chosen to beq2t

2+2t, we have that the gap
size isqt

2/2+o(t).

E. Arbitrary Number of Messages

Let us shortly outline the case ofh = 2ℓ messages, where
ℓ ≥ 2. TheN ∗

h,r,h-network has three layers, a source in the
first layer andr nodes in the middle layer. The source is
connected withℓ parallel edges to each node in the middle
layer. There are

(
r
2

)
receivers and a link from the source

to each receiver. Each two nodes from the middle layer
are connected to exactly one receiver. If nodeU from the
middle layer is connected to receiverR, then there are
ℓ parallel edges fromU to R. Thus, each receiver gets
2ℓ + 1 links in total; namely,2ℓ links from two middle
nodes and one link from the source. The optimal scalar
solution is obtained when it is considered that each middle
node is transmittingℓ blocks, each one with2ℓ symbols
from the alphabetqs. In the optimal solution each of these
ℓ blocks forms anℓ-dimensional subspace ofF2ℓ

qs such that
two suchℓ-dimensional subspaces intersect in a subspace of
dimension at most one. In other words, the subspace distance
between two such sets is at least2ℓ − 2. The size of the
largest set with suchℓ-dimensional subspaces inF2ℓ

qs is of
the orderq2ℓ [6]. For the vector solution, we can use an
MRD[ℓt× ℓt, (ℓ− 1)t]q code whose size isqℓt

2+ℓt. Thus,
we have that the gap size isqt

2/2+o(t), for any h = 2ℓ,
ℓ ≥ 2.

To improve these results, we need another generalization
of the N ∗

4,r,4-network. The new network will be called the
N+

k,r,k-network. It has three layers, with a source carrying
h = 2ℓ messages in the first layer. In the second layer there
are r nodes and in the third layer there are

(
r
2

)
receivers.

The links between the source and the nodes of the second
layer and between the nodes of the second layer and the
receivers are the same as in theN ∗

h,r,h-network. TheN ∗
h,r,h-

network and theN+
h,r,h-network differ in the number of links

between the source and each receiver. While in theN ∗
h,r,h-

network there is exactly one link between the source and
each receiver, in theN+

h,r,h-network there areℓ − 1 links
from the source to each receiver. Note, thatN ∗

4,r,4 = N+
4,r,4.

The scalar solution and the vector solution are also very
similar in this generalization to the solution forℓ = 2. The
optimal scalar solution is obtained when we consider that a
node in the middle layer is transmittingℓ blocks, each one

with 2ℓ symbols from the alphabetqs. In the optimal solution
each of theseℓ blocks forms anℓ-dimensional subspace of
F
2ℓ
qs such that two suchℓ-dimensional subspaces intersect in

at most an(ℓ − 1)-dimensional subspace. In other words,
the subspace distance between two such sets is at least2,
i.e. all ℓ-dimensional subspaces ofGq(2ℓ, ℓ). The size of
Gq(2ℓ, ℓ) is

[
2ℓ
ℓ

]
q

which is of the orderqℓ
2

[6]. For the
vector solution, we can use anMRD[ℓt×ℓt, t]q code whose
size is qℓ(ℓ−1)t2+ℓt. Thus, we have that the gap size is
q(ℓ−1)t2/ℓ+o(t).

For an odd number of messages2ℓ+1, ℓ ≥ 2, we can use
the modifications of the networksN ∗

2ℓ,r,2ℓ andN+
2ℓ,r,ℓ with

an additional link from the source to each receiver to obtain
similar results to the ones with even number of messages.
A network with h = 3 messages is discussed in the next
section.

VI. V ECTORSOLUTIONS USING SUBSPACECODES

Our constructions from the previous sections are based
on rank-metric codes, but can be seen as a special case
of a more general construction based on subspace codes.
In the sequel, we explain the simple formulation of this
construction, demonstrate how one of our constructions can
be improved by using subspace codes, and present a general
question on subspace codes which is derived from our
discussion. Finally, we show a multicast network with three
messages in which vector network coding outperforms scalar
network coding, where the key is to use special classes of
subspace codes.

The formulation with subspaces can be derived by notic-
ing that the rows of the matrix[It C], whereC is a t × n

matrix, is a basis of a subspace of dimensiont in F
t+n
q and

the set of all such matrices in the network code forms a code
in Gq(t+ n, t). For various networks and constructions, we
have to understand what kind of code is required for each
network.

For example, Construction 2 in Section V-C can be im-
proved by using a code inGq(4t, 2t) with minimum subspace
distance2t. A basis for a codeword is a2t × 4t matrix
and the matrices which form the basis for the codewords
can replace the2t × 4t matrices of the form[I2t Ci] in
Construction 2. Such a code will enable us to use more
nodes in the middle layer of the network. Constructions of
large codes for this purpose can be found for example in [5].
However, the improvement is not large since asymptotically
the code obtained from an MRD code which was used in
Construction 2 is optimal and can be improved by at most
a factor of four [6].

Also for the other constructions, e.g., the generalizations
in Section V-E, subspace codes can be used. For these con-
structions and other variations, the required large subspace
code is described as follows. For a givenρ, 0 ≤ ρ ≤ ℓ− 2,
find a large code inGq(ℓt, t) such that the linear span of the
rows of anyℓ codewords is a subspace whose dimension
is at least(ℓ − ρ)t. Such a code can be used whenρ links
connect the source with each receiver. More generalizations
will be discussed in the full version of this paper.

One example of such construction which requires a new
type of subspace codes is a multicast network with three
messages in which vector network coding outperforms scalar
network coding. The network is a simple modification of
the N3,r,3-combination network. The new network̃N3,r,3



consists ofN3,r,3 with an additional link from the source
to each receiver. For scalar network coding, each edge
carries three coefficients which can be viewed as a one-
dimensional subspace ofF3

qs . At most two edges from the
three edges, originating in the middle layer and ending in the
same receiver, can carry the same one-dimensional subspace.
Hence,r ≤ 2(q2s + qs + 1). We demonstrate the advantage
of vector network coding on scalar network coding on a
specific example. Assumeq = 4 = 22, i.e., r ≤ 42, and
consider now vector network coding, where the messages
are binary vectors of lengtht = 2. Hence, the edges will
carry 2-dimensional subspaces ofF

6
2. Vector network coding

will outperform scalar network coding if we will find more
than 42 2-dimensional subspaces ofF

6
2 such that any three

2-dimensional subspace will span at least a 4-dimensional
subspace, so they will be completed by the extra link from
the source to the receiver. Such a code with many more
than 42 subspaces can be found using certain spreads. This
method can be generalized for other parameters and will be
discussed in the full version of the paper.

VII. C ONCLUDING REMARKS AND FUTURE WORK

We have shown that vector network coding outperforms
scalar linear network coding in the alphabet size for several
variations of the combination network. The key is the use
of subspace codes and in particular subspace codes derived
from rank-metric codes.

It should be remarked that the min-cut in our modified
combination networks is larger than the number of messages.
This can be fixed as follows: replace thei-th receiverRi

by a nodeTi from which there areh links to h vertices
Pij , 1 ≤ j ≤ h. From Pij , 1 ≤ j ≤ h, there is a link to
a new receiverR′

i. The new network is solvable with the
same alphabet as the old network, and the min-cut in the
new network ish. Similarly we can avoid parallel links in
the network. Assume there areℓ parallel links from vertex
U to vertexV . We can remove these links, addℓ vertices
W1,W2, . . . ,Wℓ, such that there exists a link fromU to
Wi, 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ, and there exists a link from each vertexWi,
1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ, to V . Again, the new network will be solved
with the same alphabet as the old network. In our specific
networks it can be done more efficiently by replacing each
node in the middle layer byℓ nodes.

Clearly, a vector network code can be translated to a non-
linear scalar network code. Therefore, our results also imply
a gap of sizeq(h−2)t2/h+o(t) (for evenh ≥ 4) between the
field size in linear and non-linear scalar network coding for
multicast networks.

Some open questions for future research are briefly out-
lined as follows:

• Design a network with two messages in which vector
network coding outperforms scalar network coding in
the alphabet size or show that such a network does not
exist.

• For each number of messagesh, find the largest pos-
sible gap in the alphabet size between the solutions of
scalar linear network coding and vector network coding.

• Is there a network withh messages in which exactlyh
edge disjoint paths are used (for network coding) from
the source to each receiver, and on which vector coding
outperforms scalar linear network coding w.r.t the field
size? Note that our constructions use more thanh paths.

• Construct subspace codes with the required properties
outlined in Section VI.

Finally, we have considered several more related networks
and their description together with a comparison of vector
network coding and scalar network coding. These networks
will appear in the full version of this paper [7].
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